CONCEPT

In order to make the visitors’ mind relax, we take the “ONE HARBOR TO HEART” as the goal to make a planning of the Keelung harbor. The scheme includes some bright spots such as “water curtain wall”, “rainbow bridge”, “undersea bridge”, “viewing roof”, “outdoor café”, “culture square” and “hydrophilic park”. In the meantime, we set up some bicycle paths around the harbor which throughout every planning point. The idea of bike lanes conforms to the social concept of low carbon environmental protection, at the same time, it also is a healthy travel way.

CYCLING ROUTE

The cycling route starts from the railway station, then along the Keelung harbor. In this way, visitors can not only reach where they want to go quickly, but also can enjoy the scenery along the way. The route glows at night so that to ensure the safety of cyclists.

RAINBOW BRIDGE

The rainbow bridge is located in the west side of the railway station. It sets up a series of gradient color lights and it is going to present a lively atmosphere in the evening. Tourists can take a walk here and appreciate the port scenery.

UNDERSEA BRIDGE

This pedestrian bridge connects the station exit and ocean square. It is made up by transparent glass material which presents the underwater world. This design reflects the diversity of Marine species of Keelung.

WATER CURTAIN WALL

A giant water curtain is set before the ocean square. The wall shows the words “WELCOME TO KEELUNG” in the daytime and plays some movies in the night. Tourists also can enjoy the water curtain films in the ocean square, outdoor cafes or the viewing roofs.

HYDROPHILIC PARK

Tourists can have an intimate contact with Keelung harbor here, at the same time, appreciate the magnificent scenery.

CULTURE SQUARE

We plan to create a culture square to show visitors the history and culture of Keelung. A statue is set up in the center of the square which consists of three parts. The bottom of the sculpture is made by the transparent glass which is similar to the fish tank, and you will find there are some local Marine life such as black bream swimming in it. On the middle part’s surface we will do some painting of Keelung city flower-Crape Myrtle. On the top of the statue there is an eagle, the city bird of Keelung, standing in the blue sky. At night they will show a different style. In addition, a few stones are placed on the both side of the square which engrave the history, culture and other information of Keelung.

VIEWING ROOF

We do some graffiti on the wall of the perimeter buildings with some vivid colors and make the roof as a hanging garden. Visitors can enjoy themselves, especially in the evening, the roof will be a really good place to watch the water curtain movies.

SNACK STREET

The snack street sets in the business circle around, and visitors can enjoy the most characteristic local cuisine here.

OUTDOOR CAFE

The outdoor cafes set near the harbor where visitors can have a full relax. They can drink coffee, enjoy the seascape and watch the water curtain movies.